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Why do hams need test equipment? 

� Good for fixing problems around the 
shack and at field events. 

� An absolute necessity for the amateur 
radio home-brewer or kit-builder. The 
more complex the project, the more 
sophisticated the test equipment 
required.  

� Helps hams learn troubleshooting skills 
by  “hands-on” problem solving. 
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Some Typical Amateur Radio test equipment 
�  Digital multimeter/probes 
�  Antenna Analyzer 
�  Power meter 
�  Test Leads 
�  Digital Oscilloscope 
�  Lab power supplies 
�  Inductance/capacitance (L/C) meter 
�  Dummy load 
�  SWR bridge 
�  RF Signal Generator 
�  Frequency counter 
�  For serious homebrewers: Spectrum analyzer with tracking 

generator 
�  Build and repair equipment (soldering/desoldering, magnifiers, 

fixtures, solder, flux, SMT solder paste, etc) 
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For some things,  commercial equipment is the best solution but for 
other things, inexpensive eBay test equipment can be a better choice.  



Why buy test equipment on eBay? 
�  Ready-made. Does not require assembly of 

kits. 
�  Lots of equipment is available with incredibly 

high performance at low cost. Good bang for 
the buck. 

�  Eliminates the need for “lucky finds” at 
hamfests. 

�  Equipment is available that you just can’t find 
at hamfests. 

�  Often at a fraction of the cost of commercial 
test equipment with acceptable performance. 
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EBAY Cautions 
�  It’s a wasteland out there – be careful which vendors you 

use. 
�  Shoot for vendors with >99.5% favorable rating or top 

rated plus vendors. 
�  Recommend buying from those with a lot of purchases of 

the item. You are better off paying slightly higher price 
from a reliable vendor. 

�  Some have free shipping, some don’t.  Sometimes the 
non-free shipping has the best price. 

�  Be patient – items shipped from China typically take 
several weeks to come. There are some U.S. distributors 
but they tend to have higher prices for faster delivery. 

�  There are a lot of counterfeit parts or reject parts sold on 
eBay, or used in circuit cards.  That’s another reason to 
stick with reliable vendors. 
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“A Modern VHF Frequency Counter” 
73 Magazine, May, July & Sept, 1972 by Peter Stark K2OAW 
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Basic Parts Cost:  
Basic counter, PCB, ICs, Readouts   $65 
VHF Prescalar:     $25 
TCXO      $25 

  Total Cost:           $115 
  Less power supply 

 
Total cost in today’s dollars: $446 
 
Performance: 
5 digit readout 
Basic counter: Up to 20 MHz. 1Hz resolution 
With prescaler: up to 200 MHz, 10Hz resolution 
P.C. board 7” X 10” 
 
Labor intensive to build 
 

1972 Frequency Counter 5 digit, 200Mhz, $446 in  today’s dollars. 
A  commercial Keysight 53220A, 1-350MHz costs ~$2500 today. 



45 years later: 
eBay Frequency Counter Module 
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EBAY Frequency Counter 8 digit, 0.1MHz-2.4GHz, $11.94! 37X 
cheaper than 1972 counter, ready built, much higher performance  

Operating manual at: 
http://www.zl2pd.com/files/
PLJ-8LED_Manual_Translation_EN.pdf 
3D printed case files available at: 
 http://www.zl2pd.com/8digitCounterBox.html 
 
 

Choice of red, 
green, or blue LED 
displays. 



Frequency Counter Module Overview 

�  Notes: 
�  Power input is reverse 

polarity protected 
�  Full specs available in 

operating manual translated 
to English by zl2pd. 

�  The provided R.F cable color 
coding is reverse of normal 
conventions (red=ground, 
black= input) 

�  Input sensitivity <60mV P-P, 
0.1-60MHz. Sensitivity drops 
off rapidly above 450 MHz 
with prescaler 
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•  Microchip PIC16F648A based 
•  13 MHz TCXO (2.5 ppm) 
•  Can be used with I.F. offset 
•  Resolution:  

•  100Hz (0.01 sec gate time) 
•  10Hz (0.1 sec gate time) 
•  1Hz (1.0 sec gate time) 

•  D.C. input power 9-15V  
  w/reverse polarity protection 

  
 



Another Recommended  
Frequency Counter Module 
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•  Similar specs to previous counter but physically smaller 
•  LCD display instead of LED display 
•  Good for incorporation into homebrew rigs for frequency readout 



L-C meters 
�  AADE was the standard 

($99.95 kit, $129.95 
assembled, $6.00 S&H.) No 
longer available. Owner 
passed away. 
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Courtesy Clifton Labs 
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Recommended eBay LC Meters 
(basically AADE clones) 

Least expensive 
With clip leads,  
USB cable for power, 
No case 
The LC100-A is more full 
featured than the LC100-S. 
Get the LC-100-A 
$15.53 
Manual 

Similar to LC-100A 
but comes with case 
and banana jacks 
$29.97 
Manual 

These meters represents a bargain, providing good accuracy of both inductance 
and capacitance for most hobby and semi-professional use.  



Recommended eBay LC meters 
Specifications 

�  Model: LC100-A: 
Supply power:+5v ,mini USB interface 

�  modle:LC200A: 
�  Supply power: +5v ,miniUSB interface ,4pcs AA battery 

�  Specifications: 
Measurement accuracy: 1% 
Capacitance measuring range: 0.01 pF - 10uF (The minimum 
resolution: 0.01 pF ) 
Inductance measuring range: 0.001 uH - 100mH 
Big inductance measuring range: 0.001 mH - 100H (The minimum 
resolution: 0.001uH ) 
Big capacitance range: 1-100uF 
Test frequency range: L/C about 500KHZ/Big inductance 500HZ  
Effective display digits: 4 digits 
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eBay LC Meters - Notes 
�  Zero (calibrate) just before measurement.  Calibrate often for 

multiple measurements such as for L or C matching 
�  Increasing Inaccuracy for low inductance values (<~500nH) and 

low capacitance values (~10pF) due to low measurement 
frequency ~ 750KHz  

�  Be careful in accepting inductance values of coils with frequency-
dependent (and amplitude dependent) permeability, such as 
most ferrites. 

�  Measures effective inductance, not actual inductance,  where 
distributed capacitance is significant.  

�  For best accuracy when measuring low inductance devices, do 
not use flexible test leads 

�  You can measure test frequency by pushing the rightmost button 
(depending on version of software used) 
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RF Power Detector Module 
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•  Operating frequency 1-500 MHz 
•  Measured power: -74dBm to +18 dBm 
•  Output voltage range: 0-2.5V 
•  Detector slope: 25mV/dBm 
•  Input Impedance 50 ohms 
•  Supply voltage 6-15V 

A bargain at $9.58 for an AD8307-based power meter! The AD8307 alone costs 
$13.14 new.  This board includes the difficult to solder AD8307 plus regulator.  



EBAY RF Power Detector Notes 
�  The input terminating resistor may 

be 100 ohms instead of 50 ohms.  
Measure it with an ohmmeter. If it is 
100 ohms, parallel a 100 ohm 0805 
SMD resistor and verify the parallel 
combination is 50 ohms. Or just replace with 50 ohms. 

�  This board does not have output buffering.  A circuit with 
output buffering is shown in June 2001 QST article by 
W7ZOI, “Simple RF Power Measurement”. The PHSNA 
yahoo group sells a PC board for an updated version of 
the W7ZOI circuit. 

�  With calibration from a known source and attenuators,  
very accurate power measurements can be performed.  
See the W7ZOI article and PHSNA files. Microsoft Excel 
can be used to generate a very accurate curve fit (order 6 
polynomial) to a unique device output voltage vs power in. 
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Black component 



Low cost digital multi-meter 
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Good basic “throw away” digital multi-meter for <$5.99. Also sold by Harbor 
Freight – sometimes given away for free when you buy something else!   



Low cost digital multi-meter specs 
�  Specifications: 

�  AC volts 200-750V 
�  DC volts 200mV-1000V 
�  AC/DC current 200mA-10A 
�  Resistance: 200-200K ohms 
�  Diode voltage drop test 
�  Loaded battery test for 1.5V and 9V batteries. 
�  Transistor hfe test 

�  Notes: 
�  Has on-off switch which helps life of rotary switch when power off 
�  Lowest AC volts is 200V scale 
�  Current measurement limited to 200 mA 
�  Runs on 9V battery which is expensive. 
�  Loses accuracy when 9V battery drops too low but display still works 
�  Some complaints of cheaply made leads. The plug ends are too short to 

fully engage the meter’s sockets 
�  Manual available on Harbor Freight website here 
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This suits the average ham’s basic troubleshooting needs. But sometimes you 
need a more professional DMM.  Get the meter that fits your needs and that you 
can afford. 



25 MHz Dual Channel DDS Arbitrary 
Waveform Function Generator 
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A real bargain at $54.99 for a DDS-based dual output accurate, stable signal 
generator with high output, adjustable amplitudes,  up to 25 MHz  



25 MHz Dual Channel DDS Arbitrary 
Waveform Function Generator Specs 

�  Up to 25 MHz sinewaves, 
sweepable linear or log 

�  Arbitrary waveform 
generator up to 6 MHz!! 

�  High level adjustable 
outputs 

�  Built-in frequency counter 
�  Pulse trains 1-99% duty 

cycle 
�  Programmable TTL 

outputs 
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An inexpensive spectrum analyzer for 
testing homebrew filters, etc 
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25 MHz 
swept 
signal  

generator 
sinewave 

6dB pi 
Attenuator 

Unit under 
test 

RF Power 
detector 

$54.99 
$9.58 (3 resistors or purchase) 

Oscilloscope 

Trig 

The oscilloscope is a 
cheap low frequency 
scope, not  an RF 
scope.  Even the 
JYETech DSO-138 
assembled for $19.18 
on EBAY would work.  

* 

*  A higher 
frequency 
sweep 
generator can 
provide 
capability 
through VHF 

This setup can be enhanced with a return loss bridge for return 
loss and SWR measurements for $7.00 + $5.00 shipping 

For good impedance match to Unit Under Test 



Inexpensive return loss bridge 
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Useable 0.5-3000 MHz, ~45dB directivity up to 50 MHz, 28dB directivity at 
1000 MHz, $7.00 + $5.00 shipping 



Network analyzer for serious 
experimenter/homebrewer 
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$154.05 0.1 to 550 MHz 1Hz freq steps, USB sweep analyzer 50dB dynamic 
range,  + attenuator + Ret Loss bridge + SMA cable + power supply 



Network analyzer for serious 
experimenter/homebrewer –cont’d 
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Note – should be mounted in a chassis, not supplied 



BG7TBL, a Chinese HAM 
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10 MHz. OCXO 8-output $120 

Adjustable OCXO Reference Osc. $150 

Frequency Multipliers $10-$20 

RF Noise Source $12 

Frequency Standard $52 



Low cost GPS module 
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An $11.00 EBAY GPS module can be used as the basis of a low cost 
GPS corrected Arduino-based 1-112.5MHz VFO  

1pps signal from 
GPS to an Arduino 
stabilizes frequency 
to fraction of a Hz. 
 
 

Or get a simple kit from 
QRP labs for $23.00 for a 
more sensitive GPS with 
larger patch antenna 



EBAY soldering iron 
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•  Well, not exactly EBAY but Banggood, which ships from U.S. warehouse. 
•  Also available on EBAY at a higher price from China.  
•  60 watts, adjustable temperature, with five screw-in tips. 
•  Use it to replace faulty components found with other test equipment 

A t $13.55 + free shipping, a decent 60 watt adjustable temperature iron with tips  



Circuit Specialists, here at HamFest! 
�  Categories: 
�  Test Equipment 
�  Power Supplies 
�  Makerspace & DIY 
�  3D Printers & Supplies 
�  Soldering 
�  Motion Control 
�  Components 
�  Automation and DAQ 
�  Tools and Supplies 
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Bentley’s Auction or  
https://auctionsouthwest.com 
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Bentley’s Auction or  
https://auctionsouthwest.com 
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4900 Pan American Freeway NE  
Albuquerque, NM 87109 
Tel:  505.344.1812 
Fax: 505.344.1181 

Watch out for the “ups” and “extras”! 

Tektronix 2710 S/A 
10 KHz. – 1.8 GHz. 
$325 / $442 

HP 54602B DSO 
4 Channel, 150 MHz. 
$150 / $196 

HP 3325A Sweep 
Function Generator 
$350 / $457 

HP 53181A Freq. Ctr. 
3 GHz., 10 digits res. 
$240 / $291 



Summary: 
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� EBAY is a great source for cost-effective 
test equipment for the amateur radio 
operator 

� Much useful test equipment available on 
EBAY cannot normally be found at 
hamfests 

� Much test equipment on EBAY can do 
the job of more costly professional test 
equipment but budget priced for 
amateur radio operator use 


